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The cocktail world has been experiencing a renaissance in the last few years. Creativity,

techniques and ingredient quality have steadily been improving. But the visual part of the drink

is still lagging behind, and garnishes are the next frontier in this renaissance.This book is the

first fully dedicated to cocktail garnishes. It builds progressively from simple techniques to

advanced ones. So, whether you are a beginner or a professional, you will find useful

techniques and tips to create beautiful garnishes.The book covers all types of garnishes (over

220 different ones): all varieties of fruit (citrus, berries, cherries, apples, etc), multi-fruit

garnishes, rims, fire, ice, chocolate and sugar work (inspired by the pastry world), even

modernist techniques. Each garnish includes step-by-step instructions generously illustrated

with pictures of each step.
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V. Cappuccio, “From classic to dvanced garnishes, this book covers it all.. Lots of interesting

ideas and food for thought. Certainly some things I hadn't seen in my internet searches. Also

advice on how to crystallize edible flowers and dehydrate fruits amongst other things. The

photos are very clear and everything is easy to follow.”

Mr. Word Sponge, “Impressive Collection of Techniques. I purchased the Kindle version and

found the photos and text flow excellent. The content and coverage of garnish techniques are

impressive by any standard. I was very happy with my purchase. The care and detail taken in

this book is noteworthy. Few books have inspired me to reach out and compliment the author.

This book is one.”

Another Ebook Tops Reader, “I highly recommend it! The author does a fantastic job of .... This

book has been one of my secret weapons for creating killer garnishes for over a year now. I

highly recommend it!The author does a fantastic job of starting with the basics (Wheels,

wedges and twists) and then guides you through the more difficult garnishes with a ton of

pictures (I counted 18 pictures on a random page). He has divided the book into very logical

chapters and offers up a ton of great ideas along the way.For anyone that wants to learn

advanced techniques, you won't be disappointed. The author has chapters dedicated to

incorporating sugar work into your garnish program, chocolate work, and even chapter

dedicated to molecular mixology.If you struggle with coming up with creative garnishes, or you

would just like to have more fun with decorating your drinks, this book will be a go to resource

for your bar program or home bar.”

Lorenzo, “Un libro utile per un barman che voglia migliorare l aspetto dei propri drink. Un libro

sicuramente unico nel suo genere, dedicato agli addetti ai lavori (barman e baristi) che hanno

intenzione di presentare dei drink che facciano colpo a livello visivo sulla clientela. Sono

presenti molte foto. La lingua è l Inglese.Unica pecca a mio avviso è il formato del libro, con i

suoi, ad occhio, 30 x 20 cm, è molto voluminoso e mal si adatta all' intento di una collezione o



libreria. In ogni caso vivamente consigliato !”

The book by Philippe Tulula has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 25 people have provided feedback.
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